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1: Plein Air | Definition of Plein Air by Merriam-Webster
What is Plein-Air Painting? En plein air is a French term that translates literally as "in the open air." The term "plein-air
painting," as it is currently used, usually refers to paintings that are completed on location.

It is the practice of creating an art outdoors. The primary focus of Plein air painting is to paint in a more
natural environment. It is a technique of object depicting with natural light and in natural conditions. This is
one of the most effective techniques for improving creative skills of students. It was in the early to mid 19th
century. The Impressionists made it famous later. Most of the 19th-century artists were not opinionated about
what and where they performed the art. They often initiated the art outside and finished it in the studio or vice
versa. However, a true Plein air painting is completed on the site with the subject in front. Plein air painting
does not abide by the narrative studio depiction. It means embracing nature directly. The outdoor works have
its own specific features and capabilities to achieve professional excellence. In fact, Plein air painting need not
always mean painting outdoor landscapes and scenic beauty. It may also mean painting the surrounding with
any subject. Likewise, the subject could be people, artefacts or object in a room. The types of light on a sunny
day are the sun, blue sky and reflected light from radiant objects. In short, these factors are considered at work.
Clouds diffuse sunlight and remove high contrast of shadow. Moreover, it lets the painting be in its true
colours. There is no overpowering contrast of light or shadow. We see the different spectrum of lights while
flying over a city. These mostly include moonlight, LED lights, neon, incandescent, neon, fluorescent etc. An
artist should have strong artistic and creative skills. Moreover, sharp observational skills and good memory
power are blessings. Also, emotional commitment to the story produces better art. Plein air sketching let artists
showcase their knowledge and proficiency on the different techniques. In addition, this technique contributes
to the development of qualities. These are observational skills, creative capability, thorough perception of
nature etc. As a matter of fact, artists can compose their own portfolio. Not to mention, it is always easier for a
Plein air painting artist to depict the atmosphere and mood of a chosen site. Back in the s, the paint was a lot
different than it is today. Uniquely, the artists made their own paint. They usually hunted for natural pigments
and grounded into pulp. Additionally, they carried the paint in binders. The artists finished their paintings in 1
or 2 days to avoid drying of the palette. In fact, can you imagine the amount of hard work they had to put in?
All things considered, they sold the paint in tubes. It gave them enormous relief. Not to mention, they had
enough time to paint. The main contradiction in painting from real life is a problem of perception. Overall,
Plein air painting develops visual memory because environmental conditions are changeable. Russian Plein air
painting artists like V. Grabar and many others. The Plein air painting principles were mostly realized in the
works of the masters of Impressionism. The are many art schools that provide Plein air painting classes in
Bangalore. In fact, who would not like painting from nature? One that provides Plein air painting amidst the
greenery and landscapes of Bangalore.
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These plein air painting techniques apply to both plein air oil painting and plein air watercolor. Download your copy
today, discover the best approaches to the art form, along with expert advice on the tools and plein air easels you'll want
to bring along when painting outdoors.

His practice reflects a dialogue with the environment, its essence captured with a unique mix of technical
precision and creative spontaneity. Working with an array of materials, including acrylic paints and other
mixed media, Macey has painted everything from National Trust sites to inspiring harbour scenes from his
native county. A seaside scene by Glyn Macey 1. Ask yourself, do you need any army of brushes when
painting studies on location, or just one or two? Or even any brushes at all? Is it possible to create a painting
using found materials? Simplify Your Palette Limited palettes rule when it comes to travelling light. I use just
five colours: A careful consideration of chosen colours before setting out can be beneficial, but so can working
with the few colours that you already have with you. Use Found Water Unless you are painting in the middle
of a desert, there is really no need to carry heavy painting water. Collect and Use Found Items I always carry a
small handful of freezer type bags when painting outdoors. These are for collecting found materials for later
use and inspiration. When painting on the coast, for instance, these bags may well contain shells, sand,
seaweed, driftwood and other beach paraphernalia. Painting in the city, my bag contains packaging, discarded
tickets and paper ephemera. And when you return to the studio, revisiting these items will transport you back
to your outdoor location, readying you for indoor work. Found items can all be used to create interesting
textures and make your work more visually compelling. For an artistic challenge, try creating a piece of art on
location using only such materials. I often use this technique to get my creativity flowing. Painted studies
capture atmosphere as no photograph ever could, but a camera can capture details in an instant. Using a
photograph as a visual reference for your painting can ensure consistency in your work in the face of changes
in climate and the like. Use Easily Portable Cases to Transport Supplies A good Pochade box can be really
useful, not only for packing your items but also to act as a small easel. And for larger plein air work, a box
easel , sometimes called a French easel, is fantastic. Wear a hat to insure against this effect and protect
yourself from the elements. And explore our selection of Sets to find a selection of portable materials for your
plein air painting and drawing. For more on artist Glyn Macey, visit www.
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En plein air (French pronunciation: [É‘Ìƒ plÉ›n É›Ë•Ê•], French for outdoors, or plein air painting) is the act of painting
outdoors. This method contrasts with studio painting or academic rules that might create a predetermined look.

What Color is Your Underpainting? It demands an understanding of color and mixing, as well as facility with
paint handling. Everything involved in this step cannot be condensed into a few short paragraphs; however, I
have several suggestions that can make this step more manageable. In plein air painting there is a popular
belief that one should work quickly and apply paint liberally. Again, this is a fine idea if you are as good as
Sargeant or Sorolla, but until you have that kind of facility, take it slow, be mindful of each stroke, and build
your paint in controlled layers. The plein air painter has to build up this to this kind speed over time. As you
get better, you can move through the steps more quickly. With oil painting, working wet into wet is a
challenge. The most common problem is overworking the paint, which results in a muddied surface. You can
minimize the potential for this if you work in layers â€” from thin, to thicker, to thickest. To apply fresh color
over wet paint, you must apply paint that is thicker than the layer underneath. For this to work, you have to do
three things: Use a soft, flexible brush. A stiff or crusty brush will scrape through the underlying layer. You
want the opposite effect: A soft brush is gentle on the previous layer. Use a light touch. Apply one or two
strokes without pressing too hard, and leave it! Lots of rubbing and stroking is a sure way to destroy the
underlying layer and create mud. Remember, the layers build from thin, to thicker, to thickest. Consider a
limited palette. Getting colors to work well together can be a complicated endeavor. A limited palette can
help. A limited palette is a small set of pigments, usually one of each of the primaries, plus white. Sometimes
there may be an additional pigment or two. Fewer pigments lead to colors and mixtures that are more
interrelated and harmonious.
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Sketches allow painters to improve the overall design of a painting and quickly capture color notes in the landscape. A
plein air painter can also use photographs to help design a painting, though they usually come into play after the artist
has left the outdoor painting site for the comforts of the studio.

History[ edit ] The California Impressionist artists depicted the California landscape â€” the foothills,
mountains, seashores, and deserts of the interior and coastal regions. California Impressionism reached its
peak of popularity in the years before the Great Depression. The California Plein-Air painters [1] generally
painted in a bright, chromatic palette with "loose" painterly brush work that showed some influence from
French Impressionism and Post-Impressionism. While Impressionist-influenced painting remained popular in
California well after it did in Europe or the Eastern United States, as the Depression worsened and newer,
more modern styles became accepted, the movement fell into decline. Artists[ edit ] Most of the Plein Air
painters came from the East, the Midwest and Europe, and only a few of the early artists such as Guy Rose â€”
were actually born and raised in California. Northern California Tonalism and Impressionism[ edit ] In the s,
painting in Northern California began to progress from the grand vistas of specific locations that had been
popular in the s and s, to more intimate views. William Keith, known as "the dean of Northern California
painters," completed this transition in his own work. He began his career as a painter of picturesque
landscapes, many of them of massive size. Then, after traveling abroad, he began to concentrate on "mood,"
eliminating what he saw as unnecessary detail from his landscapes. In the cool, misty climes of the north, this
aesthetic view that is described as California Tonalism took hold. Many of the Northern California painters
were influenced by the works of the French painters of the Barbizon School , who worked in the forest south
of Paris in the midth century, as well as the American landscape master George Inness â€” [7] and the
American expatriate James Abbott McNeill Whistler â€” Northern California Tonalist landscapes can be
recognized by their simplified compositions and a limited palette that gave the paintings close color
harmonies. While many of the Northern California painters did paint extensively out of doors, most of the
works were done in their studio, stylized and poetic visions, a step away from the type of plein air "visual
snapshot" or "impression" favored by the French school. Some of the best known Northern California painters
who worked in a more impressionistic manner were the marine painter Armin Hansen , the coastal landscape
painter Bruce Nelson and E. Charlton Fortune â€” , a talented Monterey woman who gave up easel painting
for ecclesiastical decoration. Charlton Fortune helped to develop the Carmel area art colony, bringing William
Merritt Chase there to teach. Both were known for their marine subjects, and had developed national
reputations long before they moved west. As first the Painters Club and then the California Art Club [13] were
founded and the first commercial galleries opened, Southern California began to draw artists and patrons and a
bright, airy Impressionist aesthetic became dominant. From early in the 20th century, Southern California
painters generally worked in a much higher key then their Northern California contemporaries. William Wendt
was a bold stylist known for his paintings of California in the springtime. Guy Rose , whose father was a
leading rancher was a Los Angeles native who was trained in San Francisco and Paris and while in France he
became an enthusiastic proponent of Impressionism. He only came home in , after years of living in the
Giverny art colony. He is especially famous for his impressionist paintings of the California desert in various
seasons and time of the day; he also played a leading role in founding the Santa Barbara School of the Arts in
Miller came to Pasadena to teach alongside Rose, with whom he had worked in Giverny. His color and
draftsmanship had a profound influence on other California artists. His patterned landscapes are notable for
their sparkling sunlight and subtle mysticism. Gerdts , Braun was "not only the finest Impressionist of the San
Diego area, but arguably the most brilliant landscape artist of his generation working in California. The Great
Depression hurt the art market. The economy hastened the decline of plein-air painting, and modernism began
to supplant the artists of the Southland art organizations. Revival of interest in early California Impressionism[
edit ] Historically, from the time that interest in the first generation of Plein-Air Painters like Edgar Payne,
William Wendt and Marion Wachtel began to wane in the s, there was little interest in Early California
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paintings for more than thirty years. When the Southland painters of the s were discussed, they were often
derisively called The Eucalyptus School. Led by a number of pioneering art historians like Nancy Moure, then
with the Los Angeles County Museum of Art in Southern California and Harvey Jones of the Oakland
Museum of California in Northern California , writers began to recognize that a major movement of
Impressionist-influenced painters had been active in California between and As interest in the American Arts
and Crafts Movement increased and historic preservation became popular, young curators, art historians and
art dealers began to mount exhibits and write books and articles on California Plein-Air Painting. Under the
direction of Jean Stern , current Executive Director of the Irvine Museum and expert on California
Impressionism, The Peterson Galleries in Beverly Hills hosted retrospective exhibitions for Franz Bischoff
and other artists of the Plein-Air school with small color catalogs, signaling that the early painters of Los
Angeles were worthy of both scholarly and commercial attention. Moure also curated a retrospective
exhibition for the Laguna Beach Museum with illustrations of works by dozens of painters who had been
active there. In Plein-Air Painters of California: The Southland was published by Ruth Lilly Westphal.
Westphal followed the first book with Plein-Air Painters of California: The North, in Please help improve it
by rewriting it in an encyclopedic style. July This article possibly contains original research. Please improve it
by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research
should be removed. Moreover, in Adams was instrumental in reviving the California Art Club , which quickly
grew to include hundreds of practicing plein air artists. Contemporaneous to Lukits was the Russian
Impressionist Sergei Bongart â€” , [25] who taught many students from his studios in Santa Monica and
Idaho. In Santa Barbara, a group of burgeoning plein air painters sought inspiration from the regionalist artist
Ray Strong â€” The California Plein-Air Revival is an art movement that began in the s. Artists were inspired
by the renewed interest in the works of the California Plein-Air School of â€” The revival included young
artists who either studied with or were influenced by Theodore N. All three teachers emphasized working out
of doors, directly from nature. Group exhibitions by several commercial galleries, the formation of a number
of different artists organizations and the revival of the California Art Club [26] all played a role in spreading
the artistic philosophy and stylistic influences of the Early California painters and creating a commercial
marketplace for artists who became part of the same tradition. Original California Plein-Air School[ edit ]
There were a number of influences that gradually led to a revival of interest in artists working directly from
nature rather than from photographs or other reference. A major influence in what has been described as the
Neo-Plein-Air Movement or the Plein-Air Revival [27] was the rehabilitation of the artistic reputations of
original painters of the California Plein-Air School. These were artists, also known as California
Impressionists, [28] who were active painting in California in the years after the turn of the 20th century. Few
of these artists were natives; most had migrated from the East, the Midwest or Europe. Some of the original
California Plein-Air Painters were inspired by the en plein air work of the Barbizon School, but most of them
worked within the broad movement now known as American Impressionism. For stylistic comparisons to the
contemporary adherents to this style, a few of these painters were: The California Plein-Air Painters had
annual exhibitions at the California Museum of History, Science and Art and sold their work through a
growing number of commercial galleries and they remained popular in the s. The decline of the California
Plein-Air Movement was gradual and as a more traditional, representational form of art, it eventually began to
give way to more modern movements, both in the press and among collectors. The Great Depression was
severe blow to the art market. The economy made life difficult for the artists and the lack of sales hastened the
decline of the Plein-Air school. Then, modernism began to supplant the artists of the Southland art
organizations in the museums and the larger exhibition venues. With art historians like Nancy Moure, leading
the way in Southern California [35] and Harvey Jones [36] of the Oakland Museum of California in Northern
California , dealers, collectors art writers began to recognize that a major movement of
Impressionist-influenced painters had been active in California between and Interest in California Plein-Air
Painters was aided by the historic preservation movement and interest in the Arts and Crafts Movement in
California, led by authorities like Robert Winters. By the s, there was a broad interest in California
Impressionism. Now, there are dozens of commercial galleries specializing in this group of artists, a broad
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base of collectors, a number of museums with extensive collections and hundreds of scholarly and "coffee
table" books on the movement. By the late s, galleries and antique "pickers" were beginning to recognize that
the Plein-Air School was good business as there were thousands of paintings coming out of the homes of
aging residents and becoming available at auction, in flea markets and second-hand stores. The second
generation dealer Jean Stern, who was then at the helm of the Peterson Gallery in Beverly Hills hosted
retrospective exhibitions for Franz Bischoff and other artists of the Plein-Air School with small color catalogs,
signaling that the early painters of Los Angeles were worthy of both scholarly and commercial attention. The
restorer Dee McCall also began to not only restore works by the California painters but sell them, eventually
opening a retail gallery. The museum exhibitions, new books and gallery scene exerted a strong influence on a
number of painters who found themselves inspired by the painterly landscapes of the Early California painters.
Teachers form a bridge between the Plein-Air School and the Plein-Air Revival[ edit ] Several older artists
served as the bridge between historic en plein air painting traditions in the United States and Europe and
younger generations of artists. Sergei Bongart [51] was a painter from the Ukraine. Bongart was a
well-rounded painter and an influential teacher who taught hundreds of students. He emphasized working out
of doors and during workshops and one-on-one instruction, he took students out in the field, demonstrating his
broadly brushed technique and critiqued their works. Louis and was trained at the Art Institute of Chicago,
where he studied with a number of American Impressionist painters and advocates of Decorative
Impressionism. He moved to California in and opened the Lukits Academy in Lukits did more than a
thousand en plein air pastels on location and also took his students out on location, with an emphasis on
capturing the more fleeting effects of nature. Some of these artists were active with the California Art Club
and its membership of aging painters. In the case of Peter Seitz Adams b. Al Londerville, who had studied
with both Theodore Lukits and Nicolai Fechin was also still active painting works in pastel. This loose group
of en plein air painters were exhibiting their work at a number of commercial galleries including Poulsen
Galleries [59] in Pasadena and Morseburg Galleries in Los Angeles. This group of artists was formalized as
the Oak Group in and it spread interest in en plein air painting promoted environmental awareness on the
Central California Coast. Adams, his wife Elaine and Jeffrey Morseburg had been discussing the need for an
organization that could mount exhibitions and promote the artists who were reviving California Plein-Air
Painting. The Adams saw the value in taking over an existing organization to promote traditional fine arts
rather than forming a new one. Peter Adams soon accepted the Presidency of the California Art Club and has
served in that capacity since that time. In order to reorganize the California Art Club, Adams recruited most of
the active professional landscape and figurative painters that he knew. The core group of artists who became
members of the reorganized California Art Club primarily consisted of students of Theodore Lukits or Sergei
Bongart. Pinkham, Sunny Apinchapong, Richard Rackus b. Some of the artists who had been vital members of
the California Art Club prior to the Adams administration, such as Don and Wanda Durborow and Rolf and
Evelyn Zilmner, who was Chairman of the Gold Medal Exhibition, played important roles in the revitalization.
The re-organized California Art Club soon began organizing museum shows devoted to both its historic and
contemporary members [63] and soon the Los Angeles Museum of Natural History, the Frederick R.
Weissman Museum at Pepperdine and other institutions were hosting exhibitions. As the reorganized
California Art Club matured, the emphasis on en plein air painting, the focus of many of the artists began to
shift somewhat as more experienced figurative artists joined the organization. There were young artists in their
twenties and older painters in their eighties, men and women, artists from Europe, Russia, all over Asia and
throughout the United States. Plein-Air shows[ edit ] A key component of the California Plein-Air Revival are
the frequent en plein air exhibitions held in or around picturesque areas of the state. In most of these
exhibitions, the painters bring their materials and blank canvasses or panels on which to paint. Then, they have
a specified number of hours or days to complete their works before an exhibition is held. This type of
exhibition is largely credited to Denise Burns and the Plein-Air Painters of America and the early exhibitions
that it promoted on Catalina Island.
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5: Plein-Air Painting | What is plein-air painting?
Plein-air is a term derived from the French phrase en plein air, which literally means "in the open air."It's a familiar
concept today, but in the late s when the Impressionists ventured out of their studios into nature to capture different
lighting at various times of day, it was revolutionary.

Advantages of Painting on Location Painting en plein air has a lot of advantages. For starters, you are right
there, you have the scene in from of you. You can take advantages of all your senses in reading and
interpreting the landscape. With slight movements of your eyes and your head, you can observe depth,
proportions, and object relations much better than on a still, flat image. Also, your eyes see better than a
camera. There are many ways that the lenses of a camera change the image from what you would see with the
naked eye. Colors and values are changed by the lenses; they changed even more from printing. You are able
to study first-hand how light behaves in diverse situations. Plein air pushes you to paint faster, take quick
decisions, and you have fewer chances to over-work your painting. You are pushed to simplifying your
painting process and technique, meanwhile improving the ability to paint accurately in a shorter time frame
You get to be outside, completely surrounded by nature or a town in case of urban landscapes. On a sunny
day, you can charge-up on vitamin D. You get to enjoy the outdoors though all the senses, smells, sounds,
temperature, sight, etc. Me again painting outdoors on a cold and rainy day. Finding a shelter with a decent
view became essential on that outing. First of all the sun moves and shadows change. You have to deal with
things like changing light, scorching sun, strong winds, and sometimes rain or snow. Sometimes you get bugs
or other animals coming too close for comfort. Often they end up tangled in the wet paint. Random walkers
love to strike a conversation and tell you about all the artistic talent that runs in their family. Painting wet on
wet, especially if you paint with oils and thick. Acrylics dry at speed of light outdoors, bring a retarder, or at
least a handy spray bottle to keep them moist. Extra challenges are faced by those with environmental
allergies. Carrying all your equipment, setting it up, and taking it down can be a challenge in itself. Keep your
supplies minimal and efficient. This is true with any subject, as all still life and portrait artists know well. You
learn a lot by painting a landscape while you are in it. To fully enjoy painting out-of-doors, you need to be not
only an artist but also an outdoorsy kind of person. Plein air painters have to deal with things like changing
light, scorching sun, strong winds, bugs, random strangers looking over your shoulder, and sometimes rain or
snow. Not to mention environmental allergies! With all the changing atmosphere and clouds, changing light
and everything, you basically have to stick to your original idea. But it can be totally worth the initial struggle.
Painting on location gives the artist a plethora of great information about the scene, sometimes even too much.
In fact, beginners can easily feel overwhelmed by the load of information. One cannot simply take nature as
she is. The task of composing a surface and arranging the material before you requires a feeling for balance
and visual weight. There must be a certainty in the placement of objects, as well as an ability to edit. Among
artists, it gets a lot of respect, especially from those that have tried and know how challenging it can be. I love
it, but I know a lot of people that have tried it and have decided it was not for them. Example of Plein Air
Painting Setup A photo of the setup of a fellow artist before she got started painting. Notice how she had a
French easel, a backpack to carry her materials, a flat palette, and a light foldable stool. Source Plein Air
Painting Supplies So you want to start painting outdoors, and you are wondering what you need to bring.
Every artist seems to like a specific setup, and it may take a while to understand which one works best for you.
Some supplies may be quite expensive. As you start, keep in mind the most important rule: On top of your
paints, brushes, and support, you are going to need: Easel - A support is needed for any surface you plan to
work on, no matter your medium. A portable easel is a good choice, adjustable in height, so you can choose to
stand or to sit. I like to use a French easel, other artists use pochade boxes on high quality tripods. Those
solutions are usually more expensive than the French easel. Not much different from the palettes that you use
in the studio. I like to use disposable paper palettes, and I usually buy the gray kind, which helps in checking
the value of the colors while mixing - everything looks dark compared to white. Solvent Containers - Very
few paints are used completely alone and with no mediums, water or solvent mixed in. You have many
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options for carrying fluids and mediums without spilling them all over the place. As with palettes, which
container you choose depends on your paint and hence whichever medium or solvent you plan to use with it. I
use oils, so I bring my solvent with me. Tote bags and backpacks are perfect for sketchbooks and small
supplies. Carts and bins are great for rolling heavy items and large canvases across rough terrain. A portable
and light seat is invaluable. Visor, sunscreen, raincoat, water, bug spray.
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6: Plein Air Painting Is so Popular, but Is It for You? | FeltMagnet
In plein air painting there is a popular belief that one should work quickly and apply paint liberally. Again, this is a fine
idea if you are as good as Sargeant or Sorolla, but until you have that kind of facility, take it slow, be mindful of each
stroke, and build your paint in controlled layers.

What Is Plein Air Painting? Plein air painting is the same as painting outside. Thousands of artists have begun
this practice by taking their supplies into cities and urban areas to reflect the hustle and bustle of people in
their daily lives, as well as to the mountains, streams, forests, and deserts to capture the magnificence of nature
on canvas. Now, you, too, can be a part of this movement. Sign up for the free Plein Air Today newsletter to
learn more about painting outdoors, and get a free download with plein air painting tips! Outdoor painters love
plein air for many reasons. One of the most common is the act of being outside and connecting with nature,
along with the fact that when painting outdoors, one must make quick decisions about elements such as
composition and color. Working quickly keeps you in the moment and lets you get the essence of the scene
onto your canvas before the light or other factors change. Some plein air artists consider the painting complete
the moment they pack up their gear. Others will finish their work in the studio with their studies and photo
references â€” there is no wrong way. Sign up for the Plein Air Today newsletter to join an entire community
of outdoor painters: Define the focal point â€” the hook, the thing that caught your eye. Build the painting
around the focal point like a spider web. The closer you are to the focal point, the tighter the brushwork, and
the further from the focal point, the looser it gets. All roads lead to the focal point; no jumping around in the
painting. Self-critiquing is difficult because we see everything that has gone into the piece. Take pleasure in
using these to create more beauty. Enjoy the line as it follows the pencil point, indulge the sensuous flow of
paint as you layer thick color onto the canvas, feel the form as you mold it in clay. Love what you do as an
artist, and you cannot help but do it well. Each week brings you new plein air painting advice, tips for artists in
general, and a sense of being part of the largest art movement in history!
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7: PLEIN AIR PAINTING | PENCIL AND CHAI
A maestro at painting en plein air ("in the open air"), Macey is a model for artists hoping to glean inspiration while
outdoors. If you are looking to take your painting from the studio to the seaside, a city block, or yet another open-air
scene, take Macey's tips for painting en plein air to heart before heading outside.

Tate Gallery , London. Artists have long painted outdoors, but in the midth century, working in natural light
became particularly important to the Barbizon school , Hudson River School , and Impressionists. The
Macchiaioli were a group of Italian painters active in Tuscany in the second half of the nineteenth century,
who, breaking with the antiquated conventions taught by the Italian academies of art, did much of their
painting outdoors in order to capture natural light, shade, and colour. This practice relates the Macchiaioli to
the French Impressionists who came to prominence a few years later, although the Macchiaioli pursued
somewhat different purposes. Their movement began in Florence in the late s. The Newlyn School in England
is considered another major proponent of the technique in the latter 19th century. Previously, painters made
their own paints by grinding and mixing dry pigment powders with linseed oil. The act of outdoor painting
from observation has been continually popular well into the 21st century. It is uncertain who developed it, but
these highly portable easels with telescopic legs and built-in paint box and palette made it easier to go into the
forest and up the hillsides. Some designs allow for a larger canvas which can be held by clamps built into the
lid. There are designs which can also hold a few wet painting canvases or panels within the lid. Acrylic paint
may harden and dry quickly in warm, sunny weather and it cannot be reused. On the opposite side of the
spectrum is the challenge of painting in moist or damp conditions with precipitation. The advent of plein air
painting predated the invention of acrylics. The traditional and well-established method of painting en plein air
incorporates the use of oil paint. Advocates[ edit ] French impressionist painters such as Claude Monet ,
Camille Pissarro , and Pierre-Auguste Renoir advocated plein air painting, and much of their work was done
outdoors in the diffuse light of a large white umbrella. Claude Monet was an avid en plein air artist who
deduced that to seize the closeness and likeness of an outside setting at a specific moment one had to be
outside to do so rather than just paint an outside setting in their studio. Grabar were known for painting en
plein air. But enthusiasts of plein air painting were not limited to the Old World. American impressionists too,
such as those of the Old Lyme school, were avid painters en plein air.
8: Plein-air | Define Plein-air at www.enganchecubano.com
â€” Mary Carole Mccauley, www.enganchecubano.com, "The Walters' renovated Mount Vernon mansion is a work of art
in itself," 15 June The workshop will focus on plein air painting, from sketchbook to finished painting.

9: Seven Tips for Painting En Plein Air
Plein-air definition, pertaining to a manner or style of painting developed chiefly in France in the midth century,
characterized by the representation of the luminous effects of natural light and atmosphere as contrasted with the
artificial light and absence of the sense of air or atmosphere associated with paintings produced in the studio.
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